The secondary characteristic classes of a codimension q foliation of a manifold M are certain cohomology classes of M which are constructed from the curvature matrix of a torsion-free connection on the normal bundle of the foliation. We consider the foliation of a real or complex Lie group G by the left cosets of a closed connected subgroup // and any foliation obtained from it through dividing by a discrete subgroup Y C G. Such foliations are homogeneous. The Fuks-Pittie conjecture for homogeneous foliations is that the secondary classes are generated by {hlhl i •■•/!, T,'}. We prove the Fuks-Pittie conjecture if H is reductive or solvable We also prove an Addition Theorem for the classes which can be applied to reduce the general problem of calculating the secondary classes to the case in which G is semisimple.
systematic approach to the general problem using Lie algebras has been developed by Pittie [6] ; he applied it to (semisimple, parabolic) homogeneous foliations and showed that all the nonzero classes are moveable and are of the form hxh¡ ■ ■ ■ h, r['. My interest in this problem was stimulated by the Fuks-Pittie conjecture that the homogeneous foliation classes are generated by [hxhh-■ ■ h¡Txq). Fuks [3] had conjectured that the classes are essentially the same as those for the specific case (Sl(n), P) where P C Sl(n) is the maximal parabolic subgroup such that Sl(n)/P = P"-1. This is not quite true as Pittie [6] has explained and as Baker's [1] examples show. But Pittie's modified version of the conjecture appears to be true; he has proved it for parabolic foliations, and the results of this paper verify it for solvable foliations.
Theorem 5. The only secondary characteristic class of a solvable homogeneous foliation which can be nonzero is the Godbillon-Vey class, hxrxq.
The key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 5 is the following basic structure theorem for the secondary classes of homogeneous foliations (g, b). The significance of the Addition Theorem is that it facilitated the reduction of the (g, solvable) case of Theorem 5 to component foliations of the types (solvable, solvable) and (semisimple, solvable) for which the secondary classes were calculated separately (Theorems 3 and 4) and then combined to prove Theorem 5. Moreover, the significance of the Addition Theorem extends beyond its application to solvable foliations. The author has used it in combination with the solvable result to reduce the case of an arbitrary homogeneous foliation (g, b) to the case where g is semisimple. This argument will be given in a subsequent paper where the Fuks-Pittie conjecture is verified for (semisimple, maximal rank) homogeneous foliations; those computations are of an entirely different type from the ones for the solvable case presented here. Thus in order to complete the proof of the Fuks-Pittie conjecture it remains only to calculate the secondary classes for (semisimple, nonmaximal rank) homogeneous foliations. Based on many detailed computational examples, the author conjectures that such classes all vanish; yet it is presently an open question.
It is a pleasure to thank Harsh Pittie for suggesting this problem to me and for many illuminating conversations throughout the course of this work.
1. Secondary characteristic classes of homogeneous foliations. In this section we establish notation, briefly review the construction of the secondary classes, and explain Lie algebra techniques which greatly simplify calculation of the homogeneous foliation classes.
Let M be a foliated manifold of codimension q with E C TM the involutive subbundle tangent to the foliation and Q = TM/E the normal bundle. Recall that a Bolt connection (also called basic or torsion free) is a connection V: T(TM) -> Hom(T(Q), T(Q)) on Q which is "adapted" to the foliation in the sense that V is a Lie algebra homomorphism when restricted to T(E). Comparison of a Bott connection on Q with a flat connection (homogeneous foliations have flat normal bundles) yields the foliation classes as follows. Let 6X and fl, s ddx -8X A 0, be the connection and curvature matrices for a Bott connection on Q and let d0 and fl0 = 0 be those for a flat connection; 6, = tdx+(lt)80 is a connection on the pull-back bundle tr*Q -M X [0,1] with curvature fl,. Then an additive basis for the foliation classes is given by the de Rham cohomology classes of M represented by the differential forms /i,t, = h¡ ■ ■ ■ h,T, ■ ■ ■ r. subject to the Vey conditions (Godbillon At this point it is important to note that the calculation of the secondary classes for homogeneous foliations may now be done at the Lie algebra level. Since the entries of the matrix of a homogeneous connection v : g -Hom( g/t), g/ij ) are clearly in g*, the curvature and hence the secondary forms may be computed by working solely in the complex A*g* of left-invariant differential forms. A particular type of homogeneous connection will be used to simplify these computations; it was first introduced by Pittie [6] . A special connection V : g X g/t) -^ g/t) is defined by
for some splitting a: q/b ¿* g. The virtue of the special connection is that it captures only the adjoint action of fj on g/t) and entirely ignores the bracket relations in a(g/t)). Thus the connection and curvature matrices are far more tractable than those for an arbitrary homogeneous connection; without the special connection the Lie algebra calculations would be prohibitively arduous. Now let 8 be a special connection matrix with respect to some basis of g/t). By construction 8¡ E b*; 8 is the matrix of the adjoint representation of t) on g/t). Explicitly, 8 may be computed by differentiating the dual basis elements of (g/ti)*, reading off the coefficients of the basis elements, and projecting them to t)*. The associated special curvature matrix fl = d6 -8 A 8 may be computed by differentiating 6 and then projecting to b* A (g/t))* + A2(g/d)*; that is, fl = d"8 where d" denotes the projection composed with the exterior derivative. This is a consequence of the special connection being a Lie algebra homomorphism on b so that fl vanishes on A2t).
These computational techniques also apply to the secondary classes for the other two types of homogeneous foliations mentioned earlier; since the work will be done at the Lie algebra level, any homogeneous foliation will be denoted (g, b). In fact, the work is actually done in the complex case ( g ® C, b ® C) in order to apply the structure theory of complex Lie algebras; the specific reason for working over C instead of over R is that it is only over C that Lie's theorem for solvable algebras applies and that a semisimple algebra is guaranteed a decomposition into 1-dimensional root spaces. The only difference is that if we start with a real foliation, then the foliation classes will lie in the complex cohomology ring instead of the real one. Thus attention will be restricted to complex Lie algebras pairs (g, b) in order to compute the secondary classes of homogeneous foliations.
2. Solvable foliations. The secondary characteristic classes of homogeneous foliations (g, b) with b reductive or solvable are computed in this section. The reductive case (Theorem 1) is not difficult, but it illustrates some of the techniques used later on. For the solvable case, the Levi decomposition of g is used first to prove a general Addition Theorem (Theorem 2) for the A's and t's of an arbitrary (g, b). The application of the Addition Theorem to a (g, solvable) foliation enables me to compute the ( g, solvable) classes in terms of the secondary classes for homogeneous foliations of the types (solvable, solvable) and (semisimple, solvable). Theorems 3 and 4 calculate the foliation classes for these two cases. Theorem 5 combines these two cases through the Addition Theorem to obtain the classes for ( g, solvable) foliations. Now since ë is a subalgebra of g -ë x ÍÜ and íR, is an ideal, the exterior derivatives of g and ê agree on ë*; that is, du = d¿u. Therefore 8i is the special connection matrix for the foliation ( ê, b ")■ Now let u E CSi/b')*. Since ë is a subalgebra, du E ë* A a* + <Si* A <3l*; so the (ÇR-, "31) block of 0 has entries in 'Si*. By construction of the special connection the entries lie in b*. Hence the entries lie in (b')*-Also the <3l* A <3t* component of du is simply d6Xu (exterior derivative in A*<31* rather than A*g*). Thus the (61, €1) block of 8 is simply the special connection matrix 0a for the foliation (61, b'). In the case of a solvable subalgebra it is known (Pittie [6] ) that the only possible nonzero secondary forms are of the type h¡t, where hi = 2qk=x8k(d8k)'~\ r] = 2Zqk=x(d8k)j, and / + \J \-q + 1. Hence any form of the type hjj will be a sum of terms with each term having a (7-fold product of various d8k's as a factor. The root space decomposition of g with respect to a Borel subalgebra b D b will be used to show that if q is greater than the number of positive roots (which is implied by h ¥= Borel subalg), then d6k¡ A • ■ • Addk =0; hence h,Tj-0. Since b is solvable, the foliation classes are represented by h¡Tj where i + \ J |= q + 1 (Pittie [6] ). Since there is only one h¡ factor, it is not necessary to use the "integration over the fibre" definition to calculate h¡. Any form g,Ty such that dg¡ = t, will give the same cohomology class as A/t,. To verify this, it suffices to show that h¡Tj -g¡Tj is exact. Now t7 is exact since by construction each t, -dh:; so write Tj = df. Then d((g, -*,)/) = d(g, -h,)f-(g, -ht)df= (h, -g,)Tj.
Thus for the purpose of calculating the foliation cohomology classes for ( g, b ), I may select /t,(6l) -0 since t,(61) = 0. So the foliation classes for (g, b) axe constructed from the forms h, = h¡(%) and t, = r,(e).
The only nonzero classes for ( g, b) axe those combinations of h and r forms which also give nonzero classes for (ë, b"). This is because the exterior derivatives for g and for ê C g agree on A*ê*. Thus if a secondary form is exact for (ê, fj"), then it is also exact for ( g, b ).
By Theorem 4, the foliation classes for (ê, b") and hence for (g, b) axe all zero except when b" is a Borel in ë. Then for (ë, b") the only class is A,t/ where p = codim( §, b") (Pittie [6] In closing we remark that Roussaire's example of (57(2, R), B) where B is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices is an example where the class hxrx (q = 1) of Theorem 5 is nonzero for the induced foliation of T\5/(2, R) where T is a discrete subgroup of 5/(2, R) with compact quotient.
